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HERE WE ARE is an anthology of Panos Kokkinias’ widely exhibited fine-art photography, from 1994 through 2007. The monograph consists of four sections, each representing different bodies of work linked by a common theme: Kokkinias’ personal, ongoing obsession with existential subject matter.

Home (1994–1995), was produced during a difficult personal period for Kokkinias, marked by an eating disorder. To help overcome his troubles, Kokkinias turned the camera onto himself. Gradually his physical presence in the pictures gave way to surrogates for his psychological state.

Interiors (1995–1996), contains depictions of uncommon and unfamiliar interior spaces with the apparition of haunting human figures. Seen from a distance, the subjects are trapped, wandering, and lost, without an apparent escape.

In Landscapes (1996–2001), beneath an omnipresent lens, distant figures roam the countryside with urban neuroses in tow, underscoring their remove from nature and the world around them.

Here We Are (2001–2007), the closing section of the book, examines photography’s capacity to consider the existential condition.
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Here We Are Lyrics. [Verse 1]. Sing it for me I can't erase the stupid things I say You're better than me I struggle just to find a better way.

[Hook]. So here we are, fighting and trying to hard the scars I'll be home tonight, take a breath and softly say goodbye The lonely road, the one that I should try to walk alone I'll be home tonight, take a breath and softly say goodbye. [Verse 2]. You wouldn't like me Keep moving on until forever ends Don't try to fight me The beauty queen has lost her crown again. Here We Are is the 83rd track in the Undertale Soundtrack. It plays while exploring the True Lab in the True Pacifist Route. The song uses sounds used in The Cave of the Past from EarthBound.[citation needed]. In turn, The Cave of the Past samples the first second of the song Deirdre by the Beach Boys.[citation needed]. In Toby Fox's EarthBound Halloween Hack, a similar song to Here We Are is used in the The Sea of Eve area.[citation needed].

here we are meaning, definition, what is here we are: used when you have finally arrived somewhere you were travelling to Here we are â€” home at last. â†’ here. Examples from the Corpus. here we areâ€¢ I know I read it somewhere Here we go! It's at the bottom of page 78.â€¢ Just a Yes, here we are.â€¢ But here we are faced with a dilemma.â€¢ Okay, here we are for the Final Jeopardy round.â€¢